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Automatic gates 

                   

Introduction 

Nature of the times in which they live today rights of rapid change and progress in various 

scientific and cultural fields , and it highlights the need for reforms and the ongoing 

developments in the education systems and institutions , including universities, that comes 

first educational institution for Entrepreneurship and human progress . 

In order to maintain this leading institutions in the continuing evolution should remain in 

their facilities and constant attention . 

Come gates university sanction an important part in maintaining the security of any 

university and regulation mechanisms of entry and exit , we note in most universities in the 

world and a system preserves the mechanism for entry of students in these universities  for 

example the use of an automatic gate at the entrance of the university so as to ensure the 

entry of university students and not others , and on visitors and new students there it is a 

private gated guests and visitors , and the freshmen are dealt with through the online 

registration and payment by the bank. This mechanism will be found  to raise the university 

to be the first of all their masters is to promote the rights and culture of the show. 

Our concern in this plan that is based on the development of facility important facilities 

Yarmouk University , a gated entry of students because of their important role in the progress 

of the process of education and the university system in the continued evolution and even 

have their students is a science , and this happens when you know all of them by the law and 

order established by the university . 

 

What is an automatic gate? 

Is a new system for students entering the university through the portals where students are 

not allowed to enter the university, but the university named after the highlight at the door 

where there is an electronic device (card reader) reads the code from the card after fleshed. 

These images illustrate an automatic gate and the card reader. 
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What is the mechanism of action of an automatic gate? 

There is the automatic gate electronic device that reads a code card and turn it into an 

electrical signal in the device is transferred directly to a computer connected to all electronic 

devices at the gates where there is a generic file that contains all public information about 

the student’ card and more importantly, is the existence of a program which sends the 

command to the gate mechanism operates a program dedicated to her so as to allow the 

management of the gate by 120 degrees only. 

These images illustrate the mechanism of action of an automatic gate.

  

Note :  Not necessarily have to be in front of your card phenomenon device. 
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We said earlier that "the electronic device is a card reader or barcode reader as it is called 

now, and we will discuss the composition and mechanism of action. 

How a Barcode Reader Works? 

To understand how a barcode scanner works, we have to explore the different parts of the 

device. Basically, there are 3 functional parts to the barcode scanner itself, the illumination 

system, the sensor / converter, and the decoder. 

The simple explanation: 

Barcode scanners begin by illuminating the code with red light. The sensor of the barcode 

scanner detects the reflected light from the illumination system and generates an analog 

signal with varying voltage that represent the intensity (or lack of intensity) of the reflection. 

The converter changes the analog signal to a digital signal which is fed to the decoder. The 

decoder interprets the digital signal, does that math required to confirm and validate that the 

barcode is decipherable, converts it into ASCII text, formats the text and sends it to the 

computer the scanner is attached to. 

Laser : 

 This type of illumination method uses a single point red laser diode similar to a laser pointer. 

The point of light is expanded into a line by oscillating the laser into a stationary mirror, or 

projecting the point into an oscillating mirror.  This illumination method is very popular 

because of the working distances typically achieved are superior to the point illumination or 

linear LED illumination methods. Typical working distances are from 1" to 18". By increasing 

the power of the laser and decreasing the angle of oscillation, ranges of over 20 feet can be 

obtained. 
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Place of project implementation: 

As we know that the places of execution of the project is the university gates and we will 

clarify the implementation of the gates also comes 

1-The main gate (Eastern): 

This portal to some extent does not occur so much congestion of appropriate mechanisms 

put two gates in addition to a number of security personnel university where the system is 

better by virtue of where they are the main gate of Yarmouk University. 

 

 

2-North Gate: 
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This gate is more intense than before the gates of students and more crowded "than others, 

it is appropriate to position three gates to four gates and unnecessary presence of security 

control to the university and help students who have forgotten their identities university. 

3- West Gate: 

This portal to the extent of what is happening where congestion is likely to put two gates 

mechanisms in addition to a number of campus security for help. 

4- Gateway effects: 

This gate is not crowded lot, "but often" occur near chaos they need one gate and a good 

number of university security. 

5-South Gate: 

This important gateway for Yarmouk University and operates a sensitive place where there is 

the possibility of violence and breach of the system and it is desirable to put a mechanism in 

which two gates. 

6-Gate of Fine Arts: 

This portal is the smallest gate of the gates of the university and to the gate Thanaj one 

mechanism. 

 

It is necessary to connect all the electronic devices and the network carrying information 

identical one at each control room at each gate, and you need a competent and qualified staff 

to deal with any problem that could get to be handled in an appropriate manner. 
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Evaluation of the project 

We need  to 12 gates distributed on the main gates Of the University as follows : 

North Gate 3 , 2 on the eastern gate , 2 

On the South , 2 at the gate of the economy , 2 at the gate  effects and one of Fine Arts 

*As the cost of 510 dinars per portal. 

All gates price  = 6120 JD. 

* The cost of the design of an automatic gate at the gate of the university cost per 350 dinars. 

Therefore, the total price of the design = 6 * 350 = 2100 dinars. 

* The number of workers employed in the design of the gates of the university is almost 

equal to = 7 workers 

For their work in each of the gates of the university gate no more than 20 days 

Fare per worker = 12 dinars a day 

The number of working days during the period of 20 days is 13 days  

The total cost = number of workers * salary * number of work days in each gate *  number of 

gates 

=7 * 12 * 13 * 6 = 5616 JD. 

* The price of other materials such as cement and bricks ( blocks ) = 800 JD in each gate 

Therefore, the total price of materials consumed per gate = 6 * 800 = 4800 JD. 

** Will be in addition to the iron and the average will be at each gate tons of iron 

The cost of iron = 680 * 6 = 4080 JD. 

*** The total cost of the project = 6120 +2100 +5616 +4800 +4080 = 22716 JD 

Note: The assessments vary from gate to another according to their location , design required 

that must be it , and the area where the Doors mechanism . 
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The work of the project either way is easy and simple , but each 

project have  pros and cons 

Our Project’ Pros: 

1)  One of the most positive aspects of the project as it works to reduce Ahz most important 

negatives at the university which is called the violence the university that occurs between the 

university students and that goes Sahath students are innocent they do not have anything to 

do with the problem if it was at our university like these portals online it without the slightest 

doubt will work to reduce the severity of this important aspect where most of the problems 

that occur in our university caused by people who are 70% or maybe more than this 

percentage are people unaffiliated to our university Fmlon to destabilize security and internal 

stability in our university to gain access to certain goals but seek to achieve . 

2)  if our university is that indicate the civilization of society that surrounds them Upon the 

application of this important project and see how the students of this university walk to 

university and out in a civilized manner , orderly and salary Valenazer it will say as the 

University of the organization and its students , organizers are not as we see it today from 

congestion and unregulated 

3) This Alaketrunh Doors will work to reduce the security men who live in front of the 

university entrances . 

And I'm not saying isolate these men because they have a key role can not be denied Instead 

of parking for more than five men at every gate enough men when installing these gates and 

Booze can exploit security men remaining in the operations of internal security , for example, 

and thus the amount of the pay for these men and therefore will increase the university 

budget . 

 4) When the passage of students through these devices will work device to count those 

students who deformities and physical faults of the University When the end of working at 

the university , it must Atsawah number of entrants with a number of breakers ( and when 

the opposite problem of the number of entry and exit from the same gate is the connection 

between the security men and matching either code figures or university to prepare the 

remaining ), and this provides a very strong effort on the security men in the search and 

inspection 
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Our Project’s cons: 

1) one cons portals online is that students will are late a little bit at the gate once they are 

sure of their personalities might mention a solution to this problem, but this solution will 

work Alyaltkulail of this problem a few which : Instead of putting all Gate Jazan may put four , 

for example, but in spite of this there will be less of the severity of the problem only . 

2) This project suffers from another problem in the case of loss of the card holder to the 

original , stolen or falsified if it is possible that some systems may allow anyone to load the 

card from the use of those powers allocated to them where entry reflects this security breach 

. 

3) the most important problem , but it is the price of devices that carry a price very dearly and 

price of the device is about 400 Jordanian dinars if we want to install four devices on each 

gate is left for anything from the university budget 

 

Opinions about the project 

With Security university 

** Are you laboring in maintaining the security of the university at night day and night  ? 

Yes , it is not an easy ride , stay awake day and night in order to preserve  the university 

security and increase the times of the afternoon , and before the start of lectures. 

** How you deal with students at the university gates in the event of a problem ? 

We make the students present their university identity and strict observation and try to 

intensify the presence of the university security and prevent any person from entering not 

from the university. 

** Are ye would stay on it or what ye  would another system in the mechanism to deal with 

the entry of students ? 

We wish a system controlling the entry of university students and ensures the entry of non- 

university students , this is gorgeous and relieve us of how many people want to enter in 

most cases act 

**Do you think finding a way to be better at dealing with guarding the gates of the university 

and its facilities ? 
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Explicitly , " We did not come to our minds the way but that happens it intensify the presence 

of security university on the main gates , but your project I do not think it will be a way quite 

enough ," there must be a security collectors at the gates only to observe and  assist the 

student in case of forgotten card university . 

** Do you know anything about an automatic gate ? 

No. 

 Automatic gate gates are used at the gates of the university is working in an automated 

fashion by having an electronic device to detect the identity and allow the university 

electronically and then automatically open the door by 120 degrees . What do you think , 

what if this project is implemented on the status quo ? 

Sure, something special that is the implementation of this project will give us a lot of comfort, 

if please be designed in a way so that the correct geometric Azbt the entry of students 

preferably be no more than a door to the gate at each of the gates of the university and then 

located by congestion . . 

 

Meetings and discussions: 

 

 
Day 

Date Time Place Found 
Members  

What happened? 

Sunday 20/10/2013 1.50 -
2.25p.m 

In class Reyadh-Basel-
Mahmuod-Ali-
Wajdy-Mosab 

Recognition between 
team members. 
Their names and their 
specialties levels of 
study 

Tuesday 29/10/2013 1.50 -
2.35p.m 

In class Reyadh-Basel-
Mahmuod-Ali-
Wajdy-Mosab 

Agree on a leader for 
the team and the 
beginning of the 
discussion of the 
project and taking 
views on the topic of 
the project. 

Sunday 3/11/2013 1.50 -
2.25p.m 

In class Reyadh-Basel -
Ali-Wajdy-
Mosab 

Come to the subject of 
the project and the 
mechanism by which it 
will be working on 
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completing the 
project. 

Thursday 14/11/2013 3.0-3.40pm In front 
of 
 Theold 
 
economy 

Reyadh-Basel -
Ali -Mosab 

Discuss project tasks 
and recorded and 
distributed to the 
beginning of the team 
members. 

Tuesday 19/11/2013 1.50 -2.20pm In class Reyadh-Basel-
Mahmuod-Ali-
Wajdy-Mosab 

Recall what happened 
in the previous 
meeting of the 
distribution of tasks 
due to the absence of 
some members of the 
team last Thursday 
and give other 
suggestions about an 
important project and 
planning work . 
Alarm on that next 
Thursday is the date 
for the delivery of 
some partial reports 
who are ready. 

Thursday 28/11/2013 12.30-
1.30pm 

In 
hajjawi 
 college 

Reyadh-Basel-
Mahmuod-Ali-
Wajdy-Mosab 

Receiving some 
reports of some 
members and the 
addition of some tasks 
to some members of 
the team. 

Sunday 1/12/2013 12.30-2pm In class Reyadh-Basel-
Mahmuod-Ali-
Wajdy-Mosab 

Receipt of all reports 
of team members and 
give it to the notary, 
which is one of the 
team members. 
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Distribution of tasks 

The name of the team  
member 

The task 

1-Mosab Momney How a Barcode Reader Works. 

2-Basel Saqqar Meetings with university security and documentation of the project 

3-Riyadh Authman Meetings with university security and documentation of the project 
Also introduction. 

4-Mahmoud Elimat Place of project implementation. 

5-Wajdi Twalbeh Our Project’ Pros , 
Our Project’s cons and Meetings and discussions documents. 
 

6- Ali Riyadh Evaluation of the project. 
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